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Abstract
Background: Oral squamous cell carcinoma is the most common cancer among males and
third commonest among females in India. Conventional treatment is by surgery or radiotherapy
either alone or in combination. Survival still remains poor with nearly 50% recurring within 2years of treatment.
Patients and Methods: Between November 1999 and April 2000, 21 patients with oral
squamous cell carcinoma were recruited. Of these, 3 patients did not complete the intended
treatment and were excluded from analysis. After obtaining an informed consent, intralesional
tetra-O-methyl nordihydroguaiaretic acid (M4N, currently under development as EM-1421) was
injected in doses of 20 mg/day for 3 or 5 days. After completion of this treatment, patients
underwent surgical resection of the tumor followed by adjuvant radiotherapy if indicated.
Toxicity was monitored by WHO toxicity criteria. Response was recorded as change in surface
area, tumor necrosis, pathological response, molecular response complication and recurrences.
Overall, disease free and event free survival were calculated using the Kaplan-Meier method and
were compared using log-rank testing. Survivin and Cdc2 expression in a preoperative biopsy
and postoperative surgical specimen was documented using immunohistochemistry. The
survivin and Cdc2 data was analyzed using a Chi square test and the effect of change of survivin
and Cdc2 expression on survival was evaluated by the Kaplan-Meier method and log-rank test.
Results: Of the 18 patients, 7 (38.9%) had pT2 disease, 4 (22.2%) had pT3 disease while 6
(33.3%) had pT4 disease. 9 (50%) of the patients were node negative while 3 (16.7%) had pN1
disease and 4 (22.2%) had N2b disease. Over a period of 5 years, 4 patients died. Two died
(11.1%) of non-tumor related causes. Six (33.3%) patients recurred at primary site, neck node or
developed second primary tumors. Two of these (11.1%) died due to second primary tumors at
sites distinctly separate from the treated tumor. The other four (22.2%) who relapsed were
either salvaged or were on palliative treatment. There were no acute or deferred toxicities in any
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of the patients. Disease free and overall survival at 5 years was 10/18 (55.6) % and 14/18 (71.7%)
respectively. Down-regulation of Cdc2 was observed in 9/18 (50%) and of survivin in 10/18
(55.6%) patients. Tumor stage at presentation (p=0.01) and down regulation of survivin
(p=0.01) were found to significantly correlate with disease free survival.
Conclusions:Intralesional tetra-O-methyl nordihydroguaiaretic acid (M4N) appears to be well
tolerated using an intralesional dose of up to 100mg (20mg / day) with no evidence of acute or
deferred toxicity. M4N has demonstrated significant inhibition of cellular production of Cdc2
and survivin, a potent pro-apoptotic response. This effect translated into tumor necrosis and
shrinkage even with this short exposure in association with concomitant surgery and / or
radiation.
Key words:Oral cancer; squamous cell carcinoma; M4N, EM-1421, intralesional
administration, cdc2, survivin, apoptosis, caspase, cyclin.
Introduction
cycle at the G2-M phase through inhibition of
production of Cdc2 [8]. It has also been
In the developing countries of south East
shown to induce a strong pro-apoptotic
Asia, oral cancer is the most common cancer
response through inhibition production and
among males. In India, the age adjusted
activation of survivin, resulting in down
incidence of oral cancer ranges from
stream activation of caspase 3 and 9, with
9.5/100,000 to 18.9/ 100,000 among males
resultant cellular apoptosis. M4N is highly
and 3.8/ 100,000 to 8.14/ 100,000 among
insoluble in water and shows little absorption
females [1]. Oral cancer is also one of the
when injected intra-tumoraly [8, 9, 10] as
common cancers that have demonstrated a
demonstrated by tritium labeling in animal
strong association with tobacco habits and is
models.
often preceded by a premalignant lesion (oral
leukoplakia, submucous fibrosis and others)
This study reports the clinical and molecular
[2]. Traditionally, oral cancer has been treated
results of intra-tumoral injection of M4N in
by surgery and radiotherapy either alone or in
oral squamous carcinoma.
combination. Despite developments in clinical
Patients and Methods
oncology
and
chemotherapeutics,
the
definitive role of chemotherapy in oral cancer
Between November 1999 and April 2000, 21
is not completely defined, although a few clear
patients were recruited. Of these, one later
indications exist. The survival from oral
refused to participate, one did not complete
cancer is poor and ranges from 15% to 80% at
the intended treatment and one completed
5 years [3, 4]. The majority of advanced
M4N treatment but did not undergo
cancers relapse within two years of treatment
scheduled surgical excision and was excluded.
[5].
The final population consisted of 18 patients
with a mean age of 56 years (range 34-72
Tetra-O-methyl nordihydroguaiaretic acid
years). Fourteen (77.8%) of these were males.
(M4N, currently under clinical development
as EM-1421) is a novel agent that has
After obtaining written informed consent,
demonstrated significant activity against
patients were given a single 20mg (0.1mL)
Human Papilloma Virus (HPV) [6] and
intralesional injection of M4N for 3 or 5 days
Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) [7].
(up to a maximum dose of 100mg total). After
M4N has also been shown to arrest the cell
completing the intended M4N treatment,
patients underwent scheduled surgical
Address for correspondence and reprint requests to:
Dr Manoj Panday, Department of Surgical Oncology,
resection of the tumor followed by adjuvant
Regional Cancer Centre Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala,
radiotherapy if indicated. The treatment
India. Email manojpandey@wjso.com
protocol employed is referred to as “treat and
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excise”. Toxicity was monitored using WHO
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toxicity criteria. A pre-treatment punch
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biopsy was taken to establish the diagnosis by
examination of hematoxylin and eosin stained
sections.
Immunohistochemical
(IHC)
analysis of Cdc2 and survivin expression was
also undertaken at this time. Post treatment
surgical specimens were submitted to routine
histopathological examination and IHC
analysis of Cdc2 and survivin. Clinical
response was recorded as presence of necrosis
within the tumor after M4N injection and
change in surface area of the tumor.
Pathology outcome was assessed as necrosis
in the post-treatment biopsy specimen and
cellular apoptosis if present. The biomarker
response was recorded as change in
expression of Cdc2 and survivin.
Immunohistochemistry for Cdc2 and
Survivin
Sections
of
5
μm
thickness
were
deparaffinized in xylene and serially
rehydrated in graded alcohol. Sections were
treated with freshly prepared 0.3% (v/v)
hydrogen peroxide in methanol in the absence
of light, for 30 min, at room temperature to
block the endogenous peroxidase activity.

Non-specific antibody binding was then
blocked using normal rabbit serum diluted 1:5
in phosphate buffered saline (PBS), for 20
min. After removal of blocking buffer primary
antibody, Cdc2 (Oncogen Research Products,
Cambridge, MA) or survivin (Santa Cruz
Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA) was added to
each section. The sections were then
incubated overnight at 40C temperature. After
washing three times with PBS, sections were
incubated for 30 min with strepavidin-HRP
(1:500 Vector Labs) at room temperature and
were later washed three times with PBS.
Sections were then incubated with peroxidase
substrate solution and rinsed three more
times with PBS. The immune peroxidase
complexes were developed in 0.5% (v/v) 3,3’diaminobenzidine
hydrochloride
(DAB;
Sigma, Saint Louis, MO, USA) in PBS
containing 0.03% (v/v) hydrogen peroxide.
Sections
were
counterstained
with
hematoxylin and were mounted in gelatin.
Scoring: Specimens were considered as
"positive" for either Cdc2 or survivin if more
than 5% of tumor cells within the section were
positively stained. The intensity of staining

Table 1: Patient characteristics and survival (overall, disease free and event free)

N (%)

OS
71.7

p
-

DFS
50.3

p
-

EFS
49.7

p
-

<55
>55

9(50)
9(50)

100%
35.6

0.06

64.2
36.4

0.4

64.2
25.9

0.17

F
M

4(22.2)
14(77.8)

75
51.4

0.9

100
38.8

0.18

75
32.3

0.4

Tis/2
T3/4

8(44.5)
10(55.5)

66.6
44.4

0.4

80
17.5

0.01*

66.6
15.5

0.01*

N0
N+

9(50)
9(50)

68.5
43.7

0.3

60.9
33.3

0.4

16.9
29.1

0.31

Decreased
Others

9(50)
9(50)

70
50

0.7

66.6
34.2

0.19

0
58.3

0.17

Decreased
Others

10(55.6)
8(44.4)

53.3
100

0.2

75
20.8

0.01*

53.3
20.8

0.15

Survival
Age
Sex
T
N
Cdc2
Survivin

N-number of patients; OS-overall survival; DFS-disease free survival; EFS-event free survival, p-probability
value; *significant
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Figure 1: Clinical photograph showing necrosis A-pre treatment, B- post treatment at day 5, C-Post
treatment at day 8, D- Post treatment at day 14.

was graded as mild (+), moderate (++), and
intense (+++). The staining was also
characterized as cytoplasmic only, nuclear
only, and both cytoplasmic and nuclear with
or without stromal staining.
Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis was carried out using the
SPSS 13 statistical package (SPSS Inc, USA).
The change in IHC staining was evaluated
using the Chi-square test while survival was
estimated using the Kaplan Meier method.
The difference in survival for various study
parameters was estimated using log-rank test.
Results
Of the 18 patients, 12 had tumors on the
tongue (66.6%), 1 on buccal mucosa (5.6%)
and 5 (27.8%) on the lower alveolus. Seven of
the tumors were T2 (39%), 4 (22.2%) T3 and
6 (33.3%) were T4. Nine patients were node
negative while 3 (16.7%) had N1 disease and 4
(22.2%) N2b disease (table 1).
The clinical response was recorded on 5th day
of drug administration and on the day of
surgery. A total of 17/18 (94.4%) of the cases

4

showed various degree of necrosis in the
tumor (Figure 1, 2, 3). This ranged from
minimal to extensive (+ to +++). Five of the
tumors demonstrated change in surface area
of the tumor (27.7%) (Figure 1). The mean
reduction in surface area was 4.1 cm2 and
ranged from 1.5 cm2 to 9.5 cm2. Histological
necrosis was seen in 7/18 (39%) of the cases.
The drug deposit in the tumor could be
demonstrated in nearly all the tumors and
was seen as pinkish particulate deposit.
Immunohistochemically, pre treatment Cdc2
and survivin expression was seen in all
patients (100%). Post treatment Cdc2
inhibition was seen in 9/18 (50%) (Figure 2,
3) of the tumors while 10/18 (55.6%) showed
inhibition of survivin expression (Table 1,
Figure 2, 3). No acute or deferred toxicities
were observed in any of the patients that
could be definitely attributed to M4N. No
traceable quantity of drug could be identified
in the blood in this study.
During the five year follow-up, 4 patients
died, two from unrelated causes (one was due
to a cerebrovascular event and second was
due to ischemic cardiac arrest). Two patients
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Discussion
The results of
the
present
study
clearly
demonstrate a
strong
proapoptotic
tumor
cell
response with
clear
tumor
necrosis even
with
short
exposure
to
M4N as shown
by inhibition of
Cdc2
and
survivin
expression in
Figure 2: Clinical photograph and photomicrograph showing pre treatment
post treatment
and post treatment changes. A-Clinical pre treatment, B- Clinical post
biopsy
treatment, C- pre treatment Hematoxylin and Eosin x 64, D- post treatment
specimens. As
hematoxylin and eosin x 64, E- pre treatment Cdc2 x 64, F- post treatment Cdc2
x 64, G- pre treatment surviving x 64, H-post treatment survivin x 64
expected,
survivin
inhibition
significantly correlated with disease free
developed a new second primary lesion (in
survival, with patients who showed inhibition
one the new lesion was in the oropharynx and
of survivin having significantly higher survival
the second had multiple second primaries in
(75%) compared to those where there was no
the oral cavity). These two patients later died
inhibition or where there was over expression
despite surgical and/or radiation salvage.
after treatment with M4N (20.8%). Similar
Four
additional
patients
developed
results related to survivin expression have
recurrences in either the primary site or
been earlier observed in breast cancer [11],
nodes. The overall survival was 14/18 (71.7%)
prostate cancer [12], ovarian cancer [13] and
(Figure 4) at 5 years while the disease free
lung cancer [14].
survival was 10/18 (55.6%) (Figure 5). None
Survivin has been identified as a preventer of
of the variables studied were found to
apoptosis [15]. It is a member of the Inhibitor
influence overall survival (table 1) while
of Apoptosis (IAP) gene family [16]. Survivin
tumor stage (p=0.01) (figure 6) and inhibition
is selectively expressed in G2-M phase and is
of survivin (p=0.01) (figure 7) were found to
localized to mitotic spindle microtubules [17].
significantly influence disease free survival.
In cancer, survivin has been identified as one
The 5 year disease free survival in patients
of the important transcriptions selectively
who showed inhibition of survivin was 75%
expressed in cancer cells but not in normal
while it was 20.8% among patients who had
tissues [18, 19]. Action of M4N on survivin
either no change in survivin expression after
down-regulation is dual. During the G2-M
the drug administration or showed an
phase, Cdc2 binds to cyclin B1 and this Cdc2increased expression of survivin (Table 1).
cyclin B1 complex readily phosphorylates
survivin [19]. Both Cdc2 and survivin are thus
prevent apoptosis [19], and it is their
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Figure 6: Disease free and event free
survival by tumor stage

Figure 3: Clinical photograph and photomicrograph showing pre treatment and post treatment
changes. A-Clinical pre treatment, B- Clinical post treatment, C- pre treatment Hematoxylin and
Eosin x 64, D- post treatment hamatoxylin and eosin x 64, E- pre treatment Cdc2 x 64, F- post
treatment Cdc2 x 64, G- pre treatment surviving x 64, H-post treatment survivin x 64.

inhibition that produces tumor cellular
apoptosis. M4N also binds to the SP1
promoter of the survivin gene, thereby
decreasing survivin expression in cancer
cells.[9, 10] This reduction in survivin
expression allows the caspase pathway,
specifically caspase 3 and 9, to bring about
cellular apoptosis[9].
As M4N brings about Cdc2 down-regulation

Figure 4: Overall five year survival

6

and G2-M phase arrest, the drug has potential
to
enhance
the
activity
of
other
chemotherapeutic drugs such as paclitaxel
and docetaxel if used in combination.
In conclusion the results of present study
indicate that survivin is expressed in majority
of oral squamous carcinoma and intralesional
treatment with M4N results in survivin
inhibition in most cases, thereby resulting in

Figure 5: Disease free survival
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